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Wayne's War: 

set to conquer 

the concept 

album market 

by CHRIS WHITE 
THE NEXT two weeks will finally 
see the climax of a three year 
marathon project undertaken by 
Jeff Wayne, the hit producer 
renowned for his work with David 
Essex — on June 9 his musical 
version of H. G. Wells' novel War 
Of The Worlds, which has cost some 
£250,000 to record, is released by 
CBS (see MW, May 20). Composed, 
orchestrated, conducted and 
produced by Wayne, the 2LP set 
features such major rock names as 
Julie Covington, David Essex, 
Justin Hayward of the Moody Blues 
and Phil Lynott of Thin Lizzy 
in the line-up; among the other 
respected musicians who took part 
in the recordings were Gary 
Osborne. Chris Spedding, Hcrbie 
Flowers and Ray Cooper, while 
actor Richard Burton narrated the 
story. 

The official premiere of Wayne's 
War Of The Worlds was on 
Thursday at the London 
Planetarium — the playback, 
accompanied by a laser show, was 
attended by more than 500 people, 
including the representatives of the 
media, and CBS personnel from all 

over the world. The album has been 
described as CBS' most important 
ambitious album project. 

The inspiration for War Of The 
Worlds came some three years ago 
and surprisingly not from Wayne 
himself, but from his father, Jerry 
Wayne. "He had just completed 
reading H. G. Wells' novel and 
suggested to me that it could be ideal 
for a musical project — at the time I 
was working extensively with David 
Essex but I was getting an itch to 
return to composing, which I had 
previously done for some 12 years. 
Writing a War Of The Worlds 
musical seemed a great idea but it 
then took some six to nine months to 
find out who owned the rights to the 
book." 

Wells' novel was owned by several 
people in the UK and in the US the 
film rights belonged to Paramount, 
the film company, but strangely the 
author had never protected himself 
in the States so far as the book 
copyright was concerned, with the 
result that anyone can now use the 
work without needing permission. 
Once the legal implications had been 
sorted out, Wayne's step-mother 
Doreen Wayne, who is novelist, 
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JEFF WA YNE, centre, with Richard Burton and David Essex, two of the stars 
of the War Of The Worlds album on CBS. 
worked on a synopsis of the book. 
The family involvement did not stop 
there because Wayne's wife, Jerry, 
helped with the sound effects! 

"One of the most frustrating tasks 
was getting the artists together," 
Wayne says. "The artists all 
recorded for different labels of 
course, so permission had to be 
obtained for them to take part in the 
project. Some companies said that 
their artists could take pan. so long 
as their contribution was not 
released as a single. A couple of the 
characters in the musical had to be 
dropped simply because the artists 
we had asked could not obtain a 
temporary release from their 
contract. 

"Surprisingly, Richard Burton 

was very accessible to the idea of 
taking pan. At the time he was 
appearing in Equus on Broadway 
and co-incidentially had just 
finished reading War Of The Worlds 
when our script arrived. He jumped 
at the idea of playing the part of the 
journalist. I approached Justin 
Hayward. because I had always 
admired his work with the Moody 
Blues and particularly the Blue Jays 
album — there were two songs I had 
written which seemed ideally suited 
to his vocal sound. Julie Covington I 
had known as long as David Essex, 
because they had both been in 
Godspell." 

Recording sessions for the project 
were held in various locations 

including Los Angeles, where 
Burton recorded his contributions, 
and Canada where Phil Lynott was 
on tour with Thin Lizzy. 

CBS' involvement with Wayne's 
project came when he was on tour in 
the US with David Essex. "I saw 
Dick Asher in the US and he said 
that CBS was interested in backing 
me, and asked what kind of a deal 
would I like. At that point I had not 
really started work on the musical, 
so his offer came as quite a surprise 
— after all, he had no idea what the 
end result was going to be. However 
CBS have been very good 
throughout, and offered every 
support. Although I put up a lot of 
my own money, they have given me 
financial backing, and April Music, 
which handles the publishing, have 
also helped a lot." 

One of the unusual aspects of the 
album is that some of the recordings 
were made in 48-irack. The total 
playing time of the two LPs is more 
than 90 minutes. "I don't think that 
the punk fans will enjoy it but we are 
aiming for a wide market, 
Wayne adds. "The music. I think, 
ranges from aggression to warmth. 
In addition, the two records have 
been given excellent packaging 
including a booklet which features 
special illustrations." 

Wayne considers that the set 
includes at least four potential 
singles. "The songs still stand up on 
their own merits, even when taken 
out of the context of the story. In 
fact one of the problems of writing a 
musical like this is finding a subject 
that can stand the test of lime. I 
know that at the moment there are 
several other similar musical albums 
around, but I don't think that there 
is a risk of the market being over- 
saturated. In the end it is all down to 
what is in the grooves, and if The 
War Of The Worlds appeals 
musically, then it will find its 
audience," he adds, fsee album 
review, page46). 
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